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The new findings by Williams, C., Sharpe, L., Mullan, B. (2014) highlight the developmental challenges of adolescents with type 1 diabetes. The role of eating attitudes, family support, and fear of negative evaluation in the condition is discussed.

Freij, T., Mullan, B., Sharpe, L. (2014) explore food-related attentional bias, word versus pictorial stimuli and the importance of stimuli caloric value in the dot probe task. This research underscores the influence of caloric value on eating behavior.

McGrath, A., Sharpe, L., Lah, S., Parratt, K. (2014) discuss pregnancy-related knowledge and information needs of women with epilepsy. This systematic review provides insights into the gaps in knowledge and needs identified by women with epilepsy.

Freckleton, E., Sharpe, L., Mullan, B. (2014) delve into the overly optimistic beliefs of parents of children with diabetes. This study explores the differences in beliefs and expectations among parents.

Jones, E., Sharpe, L. (2014) report on the effect of cognitive bias modification for interpretation of pain avoidance. This study contributes to the understanding of how cognitive biases influence pain perception.

McDonald, S., Sharpe, L., Blaszczynski, A. (2014) examine the psychosocial impact associated with diabetes-related amputation. Their findings provide a deeper understanding of the psychological impact of amputation.

Freckleton, E., Sharpe, L., Mullan, B. (2014) investigate the relationship between maternal fear of hypoglycaemia and adherence in children with Type-1 diabetes. This study offers valuable insights into maternal worries and their impact on child health management.

2013:

Sharpe, L., Nicholson Perry, K., Rogers, P., Refshauge, K., Nicholas, M. (2013). This article contrasts the effect of mindfulness and relaxation on responses to acute experimental pain, providing valuable data on pain management techniques.


Sainsbury, K., Mullan, B., Sharpe, L. (2013) report on a randomized controlled trial of an online intervention to improve gluten-free diet adherence in celiac disease, highlighting the effectiveness of online interventions.

To access these articles, please visit their respective journal websites or databases.
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